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Abstract

Healthcare organizations are confronted with challenges including the con-
tention between tightening budgets and increased care needs. In the light
of these challenges, they are becoming increasingly aware of the need to
improve their processes to ensure quality of care for patients. To identify
process improvement opportunities, a thorough process analysis is required,
which can be based on real-life process execution data captured by health
information systems. Process mining is a research field that focuses on the
development of techniques to extract process-related insights from process
execution data, providing valuable and previously unknown information to
instigate evidence-based process improvement in healthcare. However, de-
spite the potential of process mining, its uptake in healthcare organizations
outside case studies in a research context is rather limited. This observation
was the starting point for an international brainstorm seminar. Based on the
seminar’s outcomes and with the ambition to stimulate a more widespread
use of process mining in healthcare, this paper formulates recommendations
to enhance the usability and understandability of process mining in health-
care. These recommendations are mainly targeted towards process mining
researchers and the community to consider when developing a new research
agenda for process mining in healthcare. Moreover, a limited number of
recommendations are directed towards healthcare organizations and health
information systems vendors, when shaping an environment to enable the
continuous use of process mining.

Keywords: Process Mining, Healthcare processes, Event log, Process
Execution Data, Health Information System, Hospital Information System,
Process analysis, Process improvement

1. Introduction1

The healthcare sector is confronted with severe challenges, most impor-2

tantly the contention between tightening budgets and increased care needs3
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due to the aging population [1, 2]. To face these challenges while achieving4

high quality of care standards, healthcare organizations such as hospitals are5

becoming increasingly aware of the need to improve their processes (i.e. in-6

terrelated sets of activities, decisions and events with a particular goal [3]).7

Processes play a central role in a healthcare organization’s daily operations8

[1, 4]. They can be subdivided in two categories: clinical processes (e.g. the9

emergency care process or the treatment process of a particular condition),10

and administrative/organizational processes (e.g. the inventory management11

process of materials or the billing process) [5, 6].12

Healthcare processes in general, and clinical processes in particular, pos-13

sess some distinct characteristics compared to common business processes14

such as the order-to-cash process [6, 7]. Healthcare processes can be char-15

acterized as loosely framed and knowledge-intensive [8, 9]. A loosely framed16

process can be performed in a large, but finite and predefined, number of17

distinct ways [9]. This relates to the observation that healthcare processes18

typically exhibit high levels of variation [6]. The knowledge-intensive char-19

acter implies that the execution of healthcare processes heavily depends on20

knowledge workers, such as physicians, and the knowledge-intensive deci-21

sions they make [8]. These complex decisions are made based on a wide22

range of criteria, including medical knowledge, patient-related characteris-23

tics and the experience of healthcare professionals [5, 6, 8, 10, 11]. Health-24

care processes are typically also closely intertwined with each other and are25

multi-disciplinary, requiring cooperation between clinicians with different ex-26

pertises, which adds to their complexity [5, 6, 8]. Besides their knowledge-27

intensive, loosely framed and multi-disciplinary character, healthcare pro-28

cesses are also highly dynamic as they typically continuously change over29

time due to advances in medical knowledge, technology or administrative30

procedures [5, 6, 10].31

To identify opportunities for process improvement in such healthcare pro-32

cesses, a healthcare organization first needs to gain a profound understanding33

of the process under consideration. To gather insights in how the process is34

executed, staff members who are familiar with the process can be brought35

together for a discussion. This discussion can target the development of pro-36

cess models capturing process insights (such as the order of activities in a37

clinical process), which forms a basis for a process analysis. However, this38

is very time- and effort-intensive, and the created process model tends to39

present an idealized view on the process which might have little connection40

to reality [12].41
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To uncover the real behavior of an executed process, a solution can orig-42

inate from data already collected by health information systems such as a43

hospital information system. Using the data embedded in the databases of44

these health information systems, an event log can be generated which con-45

tains detailed process execution data for a healthcare process of interest. In46

this way, the event log contains real-life data about which activities were per-47

formed, when they were performed, who performed them and for whom (e.g.48

for which patient) [12, 13]. Process mining is the research field concerned49

with the development of techniques to retrieve non-trivial information from50

such an event log [7, 12]. Over the past decade, the process mining com-51

munity has developed an extensive set of techniques which convey profound52

process insights based on real-life data [4, 12]. These techniques relate to the53

discovery of process models from data, the detection of deviations between an54

existing model and reality, or the enhancement of an existing process model55

with, e.g., process performance information [12]. Process mining outcomes56

can be leveraged to instigate evidence-based process improvement initiatives57

in healthcare.58

The systematic use of process mining in healthcare would be consistent59

with the Learning Healthcare System concept [14] introduced by the Institute60

of Medicine. One of the basic pillars of a Learning Healthcare System is the61

implementation of data reuse mechanisms, which allow for learning from data62

generated during the execution of processes [15, 16]. However, despite the63

potential of process mining, its uptake in healthcare organizations outside64

case studies in a research context is rather limited. This observation was the65

starting point for a two-day international brainstorm seminar1. The semi-66

nar brought together 18 experts from 11 different countries, both researchers67

and healthcare practitioners, to reflect upon how to enhance the usability68

and understandability of process mining in healthcare. This position paper69

synthesizes the conclusions of the brainstorm seminar. It specifies ten key70

recommendations that process mining researchers and the community are71

encouraged to carefully consider when developing a new research agenda for72

process mining in healthcare. While the focus of our work is predominantly73

on recommendations for researchers and the research community, three ad-74

1The international brainstorm seminar took place on June 27th and June 28th, 2019 in
Hasselt (Belgium). It was an initiative of the Process-Oriented Data Science for Healthcare
Alliance (https://www.pods4h.com), supported by the Scientific Research Community on
Process Mining (https://www.srcprocessmining.com).
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ditional recommendations are formulated which explicitly target healthcare75

organizations and health information systems vendors.76

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a77

a primer to process mining in healthcare, encompassing both an introduction78

to the topic and an overview of some applications in a healthcare context.79

Section 3 outlines the key recommendations for process mining researchers80

and the research community. Section 4 presents the key recommendations for81

healthcare organizations and health information systems vendors. Section 582

presents a brief conclusion.83

2. A process mining in healthcare primer84

To provide the required background to appreciate the formulated recom-85

mendation, this section provides a primer to process mining in healthcare.86

Section 2.1 introduces the basic concepts of process mining in healthcare.87

Building on these concepts, Section 2.2 outlines some applications of process88

mining in healthcare.89

2.1. Introduction to process mining in healthcare90

Process mining refers to the retrieval of process-related insights from an91

event log containing process execution information [12]. Figure 1 positions92

this field in a broader context. As highlighted in the introduction, the clinical93

and administrative processes of a healthcare organization are increasingly94

supported/controlled by health information systems [17]. These systems,95

such as a hospital information system and a radiology information system,96

record data about the real-life execution of the process(es) they support in97

databases. Process execution data included in these databases can be used98

to create an event log.99

An event log consists of a set of events associated to a case such as a100

patient or a patient visit. Each event represents ‘something’ that happened101

within the real-life process which triggers a state transition in a health infor-102

mation system and is registered by the system [18]. An event often relates to103

the execution of a clinical or non-clinical activity (e.g. the start of a clinical104

examination for a particular patient or the completion of patient registra-105

tion), but can also convey that something else took place for a particular106

case such as the arrival of a message (e.g. test results are available for a par-107

ticular patient) or the occurrence of an alarm (e.g. a drop in blood pressure108

of a monitored patient) [3]. An event log minimally contains an ordered set109
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Figure 1: Positioning of process mining (based on [4, 12])
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of events for each case, but can also include additional information such as a110

timestamp expressing when the event took place [12]. Table 1 exemplifies the111

structure of an event log in a fictitious emergency department setting. For112

each entry in the event log, i.e. for each event, the following characteristics113

are recorded [12]:114

• Case identifier (case id): the (potentially anonymized) identifier of115

the case (e.g. the patient or the patient visit) to which the event is116

associated117

• Timestamp: the time at which the event occurred118

• Activity type: the label of the activity in the system to which the119

event is associated120

• Transaction type: when applicable, the state of the activity type to121

which the event refers (e.g. its start or its completion)122

• Resource: the staff member or device associated to the event123

For instance: the first row in Table 1 shows that the registration of pa-124

tient 2478 by administrative clerk Thomas started on June 27th at 10:17:47.125

He completed the registration at 10:22:02, as shown in the second row of126

Table 1. While the first two events are clearly related to the execution of127

‘Register patient’, other events reflect, for instance, the availability of blood128

results for a patient or a blood pressure alarm for another patient. While Ta-129

ble 1, for illustrative purposes, only includes the most common components130

of an event log, it should be stressed that the event log typically also contains131

additional attributes about the case or the event. This could include patient132

attributes (e.g. the patient’s age, comorbidities), diagnostic attributes (e.g.133

blood results, notes from a physician), or care-related attributes (e.g. the134

medication that was used, whether the admission constitutes a readmission).135

The availability of such attributes in the event log further enhances the po-136

tential usefulness of process mining for evidence-based process improvement.137

Taking an event log as an input, process mining techniques generate138

process-related insights, mainly in the form of process models. In general,139

three types of process mining are distinguished [12]:140

• Discovery: Discovery involves the creation of a process model from141

an event log. An important stream of discovery research relates to142
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Table 1: Illustration of the event log structure

case id timestamp activity type transaction type resource ...
... ... ... ... ... ...

2478 27/06/2019 10:17:47 Register patient start Clerk Thomas ...
2478 27/06/2019 10:22:02 Register patient complete Clerk Thomas ...
2479 27/06/2019 10:22:18 Register patient start Clerk Thomas ...
2472 27/06/2019 10:22:58 Clinical examination start Physician Sue ...
2458 27/06/2019 10:23:44 Blood results available complete Lab ...
2479 27/06/2019 10:27:58 Register patient complete Clerk Thomas ...
2451 27/06/2019 10:29:44 Blood pressure alarm complete Device KN0412 ...
2451 27/06/2019 10:30:18 Check-up patient start Nurse Peter ...
2472 27/06/2019 10:30:27 Clinical examination complete Physician Sue ...
2463 27/06/2019 10:31:27 MRI protocol available complete Radiologist Sarah ...
2454 27/06/2019 10:32:48 Execute RX-scan start Nurse Chris ...
2451 27/06/2019 10:33:04 Check-up patient complete Nurse Peter ...
2454 27/06/2019 10:33:45 Execute RX-scan complete Nurse Chris ...
... ... ... ... ... ...

control-flow discovery, which retrieves and visualizes the order of ac-143

tivities based on an event log [12]. Within a clinical context, control-144

flow discovery unearths latent knowledge by making the actual order145

of clinical activities in the process explicit and visual [2, 19, 20]. To146

obtain a control-flow model from an event log, a multitude of discov-147

ery algorithms have been developed, of which an overview is provided148

in De Weerdt et al. [21] and Augusto et al. [22]. Specific control-flow149

discovery algorithms for clinical processes have also been proposed in150

literature [23, 24]. Despite the predominant research focus on control-151

flow, some methods also allow for mining, for instance, resource-related152

models such as social networks [25, 26], resource profiles [27], resource153

roles [28, 29] and work prioritization patterns [30]. Another example154

involves the integrated discovery of decision and control-flow models,155

a technique which has been developed in the context of the clinical156

process at the emergency department [31].157

• Conformance: While discovery automatically creates a new model158

from an event log, conformance checking compares an existing model159

(e.g. a prescriptive model) with an event log associated to the same160

process. This allows for both quality assessment of the process model,161

and the identification of deviations between the model and reality [12].162

This latter enables, for instance, judging the compliance of the actual163

clinical process with clinical guidelines or pathways [32]. Such analy-164

ses have been conducted in the context of several pathologies such as165
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unstable angina [7] and colon cancer [33], or in the simulation-based166

training of ultrasound-guided internal jugular central venous catheter167

placement [34]. Recent overviews of conformance checking literature168

are presented in Carmona et al. [35] and Dunzer et al. [36].169

• Enhancement: Enhancement refers to the extension or improvement170

of an existing process model based on insights from an event log [12].171

This involves, for instance, the extension of a control-flow model with172

activity durations [37, 38, 39], waiting time information [39], or the173

decision logic at decision points based on case characteristics [40, 41].174

This enables, for instance, the identification of bottlenecks in clini-175

cal processes prevailing in reality, which constitute valuable candidates176

for quality improvement projects [2]. Moreover, the enhanced process177

model provides a basis to support predictions within a clinical context,178

e.g. related to the length of stay [42] or the patient recovery time [20].179

Within a clinical setting, the medical informatics discipline has tradition-180

ally approached process control from a top-down perspective. This implies181

that experts started from published clinical guidelines and iteratively for-182

malized them to obtain computer-interpretable guidelines [43, 44, 45]. This183

top-down approach has to cope with limitations such as the complexity to184

share computer-interpretable guidelines and to adapt them to different local185

contexts [44]. In contrast, process mining proposes a bottom-up approach186

which allows the clinician to discover the real process. Moreover, it enables187

the clinician to discover which interventions would be necessary to reach a188

better compliance with, for instance, a published clinical guideline. In this189

way, a process mining approach has important advantages as it does not only190

inform measures to comply with a specific guideline, but also enables the clin-191

ician to investigate which process flows are followed by patients for which no192

clear guidelines are available. In the latter case, process mining analyses193

would enhance a healthcare organization’s understanding of the patient flow,194

which can help to improve their treatment processes.195

2.2. Applications of process mining in healthcare196

For over a decade, process mining has been used to study healthcare197

processes in a data-driven way. This subsection outlines some applications198

of process mining in healthcare. Even though it should not be interpreted199

as an exhaustive list, the applications will illustrate the potential benefits of200
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process mining for healthcare organizations. For a more extensive overview201

on process mining in healthcare, the reader is referred to literature reviews202

by Rojas et al. [4], Batista and Solanas [46], and Erdogan and Tarhan [47].203

Moreover, dedicated literature reviews have been published on process mining204

for oncology [48], cardiology [49], primary care [50], and frail elderly care [51].205

A key application of process mining involves gaining insights in the order206

of activities in a healthcare process prevailing in reality (i.e. control-flow207

discovery). For instance, Kempa-Liehr et al. [20] use process mining to vi-208

sualize the prevailing pathways for patients suffering from appendicitis to209

clinicians. Similarly, Kim et al. [52] retrieve the control-flow of the outpa-210

tient care process from an event log to gain insights into frequent process211

paths. These insights can be leveraged to support operational decisions such212

as the allocation of resources towards activities in such frequently occurring213

paths. As healthcare processes can exhibit a high degree of complexity and214

variability, Najjar et al. [11] use clustering techniques to discover treatment215

processes of elderly patients with heart failure from event logs, which can be216

used to identify treatment patterns with low mortality rates or patterns that217

require a closer follow-up. An alternative approach to handle the complexity218

of healthcare processes is proposed in Chiudinelli et al. [24]. They use topic219

modeling to synthesize the large number of detailed activities taking place220

during a particular hospital visit to generate a more high-level overview of221

the post-surgical treatment processes for breast cancer patients [24]. While222

the prior illustrations focus on clinical processes in which patients are di-223

rectly involved, Forsberg et al. [53] study the use of a picture archiving and224

communication system by radiologists using process mining. This provides225

opportunities to learn from good practices, as well as becoming aware of226

potential points of improvement.227

Another common use case of process mining in healthcare is understand-228

ing how care processes in reality deviate from clinical guidelines or pathways229

(i.e. conformance checking). Within this context, Huang et al. [7] focus230

on patient’s suffering from unstable angina and propose a method to detect231

local anomalies in their trajectory compared to the corresponding clinical232

pathway. Analyzing these patterns can show the need for an update in the233

clinical pathway or demonstrate that measures to enforce adherence to the234

pathway are required [7]. Geleijnse et al. [33] study deviations between the235

clinical pathway and the overall process performance for patients with colon236

cancer. Vroling [54] relates such deviations from the clinical pathway to pa-237

tient survival and highlight that deviations in particular treatment phases238
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such as surgery has the largest (negative) impact on survival.239

Besides these illustrations, healthcare organizations can use process min-240

ing to retrieve valuable insights in their processes in several other ways.241

They can, for instance, mine social networks to understand interaction pat-242

terns between healthcare professionals during the process [55], to identify243

parts/characteristics of the process contributing to an increased duration of244

the process [56] and to study the impact on the process of changes such as a245

move to new facilities [57].246

All of the aforementioned applications focused on a single healthcare or-247

ganization. Process mining can also be used to compare processes between248

healthcare organizations. In this respect, Mans et al. [58] compare stroke249

treatment in two different processes. The same context, stroke treatment,250

is also considered by Montani et al. [59] to demonstrate a general compari-251

son technique for clinical processes. Partington et al. [60] consider patients252

presenting themselves with acute coronary syndrome symptoms at the emer-253

gency department of four Australian hospitals. For this patient population,254

they compare the order of activities and relevant time intervals between the255

hospitals [60]. Using process mining for comparison purposes enables cross-256

hospital benchmarking and learning, creating opportunities to improve the257

efficiency and quality of care.258

While the preceding examples highlight the potential of process mining259

in healthcare, some applications also cannot reach their full potential. Even260

though deficient aspects of an application are typically not explicitly artic-261

ulated in published work, practical experience learns that the availability of262

reliable data is a key challenge in healthcare [61, 62, 63]. For instance, a pro-263

cess mining analysis at an emergency department focusing on a particular264

pathology was rescoped because it was impossible to distinguish patients with265

this condition in the event log. Changes in the project scope due to issues266

with data availability or quality are common in healthcare [64]. Similarly,267

the perception among healthcare professionals can also have an impact on a268

process mining project. For example, a process can typically not be stud-269

ied from the resource perspective because physicians and nurses fear that270

the analysis results would be misused for individual performance measure-271

ment [63]. These challenges illustrate potential risks for successful process272

mining projects in healthcare. They will be taken into consideration in the273

remainder of the paper as the formulated recommendations aim to tackle274

challenges which are currently present. Taking these recommendations into275

account in the future will enable healthcare organizations to benefit from the276
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full potential of process mining.277

3. Recommendations for process mining researchers and the re-278

search community279

Despite process mining’s great potential to help healthcare organizations280

understand how their processes are actually executed, its use in healthcare281

outside a research context is limited. Starting from this observation, a two-282

day international brainstorm seminar took place to reflect upon how to en-283

hance the usability and understandability of process mining in healthcare.284

This seminar brought together 18 experts from 11 different countries, both285

process mining researchers and healthcare practitioners. The aim of the sem-286

inar was to formulate recommendations for future efforts and originated from287

a shared ambition to stimulate a more widespread use of process mining given288

its potential to support evidence-based process improvement in healthcare.289

These recommendations are mainly directed to process mining researchers290

and the research community, but a limited number of recommendations are291

targeted to healthcare organizations and health information systems vendors.292

This section will describe the recommendations for process mining re-293

searchers and the research community, which are summarized in Figure 2.294

While some of these recommendations might also be relevant for other sec-295

tors, they also incorporate the specificities of process mining within the296

healthcare sector. In this way, researchers and the research community are297

encouraged to take these interconnected recommendations into account when298

developing a new research agenda for process mining in healthcare.299

3.1. Establish a standardized terminology to support process mining in health-300

care (RC-1)301

Within the healthcare domain, standardized terminologies are common302

to ensure a shared understanding on the meaning of particular concepts [65].303

An example of a widely used terminology is the International Classification304

of Diseases (ICD), developed by the World Health Organization [66]. The305

most recent revision, ICD-11, defines about 55,000 codes to uniformly re-306

fer to injuries, diseases, and death causes worldwide [67]. Another example307

is the Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) for lab-308

oratory experiments [68]. Also within the context of healthcare processes,309

terminologies have been developed. Consider, for instance, the emergency310

department time measures and intervals based on the Performance Measures311

12



Figure 2: Overview of recommendations for process mining researchers and the research
community
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and Benchmarking Summit [69, 70]. Some terminologies are designed to act312

as reference terminologies with a wide coverage of healthcare concepts. That313

is the case for the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Termi-314

nology (SNOMED CT), which contains around 350,000 clinical terms [71].315

SNOMED CT is based on description logic allowing for the definition of new316

concepts by combining existing ones [72]. Terminology standardization is317

also supported by efforts such as OpenEHR [73], which is an architecture318

aimed to support the interoperability of electronic health record systems. To319

this end, a wide range of clinical concepts have been standardized in clini-320

cal information models called archetypes [74, 75]. OpenEHR archetypes are321

complementary to other terminology standardization as they can also include322

references to terminologies such as SNOMED CT [75].323

In the process mining field, there is less of a standardization tradition.324

At the data structure level, a widely recognized process mining standard is325

the IEEE Extensible Event Stream (XES) standard [76]. XES is an XML-326

based standard providing a format which ensures interoperability in event327

logs and event streams [77]. This standard also provides a mechanism to328

add additional extensions [12], such as an extension to express the costs329

related a particular event [78]. Conversely, at the terminology level, the use330

of terms used by process miners can be ambiguous and their understanding331

can depend on the working definitions of individual academics or research332

groups. This ambiguity occurs in the varying use of terms such as event log,333

activity log, event, case, trace, activity, resource, classifier, process discovery,334

and process conformance. For instance: some process mining techniques335

claim that they use an event log as an input (i.e. each entry represents a336

single event with a single timestamp), while they in fact require an activity337

log to start from (i.e. each entry represents an activity instance, which338

can include multiple timestamps such as the start and completion time).339

When an event log is available in practice, a conversion to an activity log is340

required in order to apply the technique. This implies linking corresponding341

events to each other, an operation which is not always trivial, e.g. when an342

activity is executed multiple times for a particular patient [79]. The absence343

of a standardized semantic meaning for process mining terms is especially344

challenging in a multidisciplinary context, such as healthcare, because process345

mining terminology will be interspersed with healthcare terminology such346

as clinical pathway, clinical guideline, length of stay, and evidence-based347

medicine.348

The previous discussion highlights the need to establish a standardized349
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terminology to support process mining in healthcare. This does not im-350

ply, by definition, the specification of new terms, but should aim to achieve351

two key goals. Firstly, the terminology should provide clear descriptions of352

process mining concepts within the healthcare context. Secondly, it should353

make, whenever possible, the relationship to existing terminologies in the354

healthcare domain (such as the procedure branch of SNOMED CT) explicit.355

The establishment of a standardized terminology requires consensus building356

within the community to obtain a common understanding. A proposal by a357

dedicated working group can form a basis for a debate.358

Once a standardized terminology is established, it will not only facilitate359

communication among process mining researchers, but will also enable the360

use of a uniform terminology towards healthcare professionals. The latter,361

i.e. having a common language, would greatly enhance the understandability362

of process mining in the healthcare domain. Moreover, by having an overview363

of the concepts which are relevant for process mining in healthcare, it can364

also be determined how the current XES standard (and its extensions) can365

best be used to support it.366

3.2. Present the ‘unique value proposition’ of process mining in healthcare367

(RC-2)368

The introduction highlighted that, despite the potential of process mining369

in healthcare, only anecdotal evidence of its systematic use is available until370

now. To facilitate a more widespread use of process mining in healthcare,371

process mining needs to be clearly positioned with respect to more established372

methodologies and systems such as clinical decision support systems [80, 81,373

82] and lean management [83, 84]. Consequently, there is a need to present374

the ‘unique value proposition’ of process mining in healthcare, expressing the375

needs that process mining can fulfill which other methods or systems cannot376

[85].377

A key element in the ‘unique value proposition’ of process mining in378

healthcare is its ability to increase transparency by providing actionable and379

inductive insights into end-to-end processes. Looking at end-to-end processes380

breaks down departmental silos and potentially even boundaries between381

healthcare organizations. The actionable insights, derived from real-life pro-382

cess execution data, can be pivotal to improve both clinical and administra-383

tive processes. To substantiate this claim, the research community should384

move beyond individual case studies and develop a taxonomy of problems385

that process mining can tackle. In this way, a convincing set of key use cases386
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can be composed and communicated. Moreover, for clinical processes, there387

is a need for research which links interventions based on process mining in-388

sights to clinical outcomes. An example of preliminary work in this direction389

is Vroling [54], where the impact of deviations from the clinical guidelines390

for colon cancer treatment on patient survival is studied [33, 54]. Similarly,391

Chiudinelli et al. [24] study the survival probability of breast cancer patients392

based on their post-surgery treatment process. Relating improvement initia-393

tives inspired by process mining to positive clinical effects will demonstrate394

that patients can also benefit from process mining. This is an argument395

that medical doctors are likely to be more susceptible to, compared to a396

reasoning based on efficiency gains, e.g. due to cost reductions. This, more397

generally, highlights the need for methods that enable a reliable assessment398

of the impact of interventions based on process mining outcomes [15].399

Developing a substantiated ‘unique value proposition’ for process mining400

in healthcare also implies being transparent about the (current) boundaries401

of process mining. Nevertheless, this is not a plea to position process mining402

on an island, disconnected from other methods and techniques. In contrast,403

the close interconnection and complementarity between process mining and404

other fields such as lean management, predictive analytics, and operations405

research needs to be stressed. For instance: predictions regarding the ex-406

pected outcome can be supported by insights in the similarity between the407

process of a patient who is currently being treated and the trajectory of408

similar patients in the past [86]. Similarly, simulation is a well-established409

operations research technique to investigate changes to a process before im-410

plementing them using a computer model. It has been extensively applied411

in healthcare [87]. Process mining can complement simulation by retriev-412

ing inductive insights about process behavior, which can be leveraged when413

building a simulation model [88, 89, 90].414

3.3. Start from real-world healthcare problems (RC-3)415

To enhance the usability of process mining in healthcare, it is crucial that416

it tackles real-world problems experienced by healthcare practitioners. This417

is consistent with one of the key principles of design science research, which418

is a research paradigm that centers around the design, development and419

scientific study of an artifact which solves a problem [91, 92]. This problem420

originates from a particular problem context and should be relevant, broadly421

recognized, and challenging to solve [92, 93]. Within the context of this422
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paper, the problem context refers to (a particular type or set of) healthcare423

organizations.424

In process mining research, healthcare examples are commonly used to425

show the applicability of a technique that has been developed. However, this426

does not guarantee that the developed technique solves a real-world problem427

which is relevant and broadly acknowledged. This is especially attributed to428

the fact that domain-specific requirements are not explicitly considered dur-429

ing technique development. Researchers active in process mining for health-430

care are strongly encouraged to take another perspective. They should stay431

up to date with the innovation within the healthcare sector. This enables432

them to identify relevant healthcare problems and treat them as ‘first-class433

citizens’. This requires an important time investment as clarifying the prob-434

lem typically asks for thorough discussions with healthcare practitioners from435

different healthcare organizations. Moreover, during the entire research pro-436

cess and when reporting the results, researchers need to reflect upon the437

implications in healthcare and the actionable insights that can be retrieved438

from the analyses.439

Even when researchers decide to work on a particular clinical process,440

a researcher needs to know and attribute central importance to the specific441

problems experienced by clinicians. Starting from these problems, solutions442

can be developed which leverage process mining to tackle the specific is-443

sues that healthcare professionals are confronted with. This also requires444

awareness of the particularities of the clinical process under consideration445

as it might influence the design of the techniques. For instance: when the446

process is composed of a large number of distinct activities, the mining tech-447

nique might need to incorporate an additional abstraction step. Chiudinelli448

et al. [24], for instance, propose such an abstraction for the post-surgical449

breast cancer process as the prime point of interest was the temporal rela-450

tion between different hospital visits and not the order of activities during451

one specific hospital visit.452

From the previous discussion, it follows that close ties are needed between453

process mining researchers and healthcare practitioners. This relates to some454

of the core principles of methodologies such as design science research and455

action research, which stress the need for a close partnership with the prob-456

lem context [92]. Moreover, researchers have to be open-minded and should457

perceive their work as a means to an end, instead of as a goal in itself. Such458

a mindset is only possible when research starts from real-world healthcare459

problems.460
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3.4. Identify the most suitable process modeling language (RC-4)461

A key asset of process mining is its ability to retrieve a control-flow model462

from process execution data. A process model can serve different goals such463

as creating a shared understanding about the process [94], and supporting464

the design and configuration of an information system [95]. This recom-465

mendation centers around the former, i.e. the use of a process model as a466

visual instrument to provide healthcare practitioners with insights in their467

processes. Within the context of a clinical process, the process model can e.g.468

visualize how the treatment process for a particular pathology takes place in469

practice, which can be a powerful instrument to evoke process improvement470

discussions.471

To visualize the process flow of a healthcare process, a wide variety of pro-472

cess modeling languages is available. A review by Figl [96] highlights that473

the used modeling language influences the understandability of the model.474

Hence, it is important to identify the most suitable process modeling lan-475

guage to represent the output of control-flow discovery algorithms, taking476

into account the specific healthcare context. In this respect, two key obser-477

vations that need to be taken into account are (i) the presence of a multitude478

of process modeling languages available in the business process management479

domain, and (ii) the presence of modeling language used within the context480

of clinical guidelines.481

The first observation is that, within the business process management482

field, a large number of different process modeling languages is present. A dis-483

tinction can be made between procedural, declarative and hybrid languages.484

In a procedural control-flow model, the model shows all possible activity flows,485

implying that any behavior not shown in the model is not allowed [97]. Hence,486

a procedural model represents the exact way in which the process can be exe-487

cuted, which typically enhances its understandability for domain experts [98].488

Examples of procedural languages are Petri nets/Workflow nets, Yet Another489

Workflow Language (YAWL), Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs), Business490

Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [12], and directly-follows graphs [99].491

In industry, the ISO-certified standard BPMN (ISO/IEC 19510) has become492

the de facto standard for process modelling [100, 101, 102].493

While a procedural approach is appropriate in structured contexts, health-494

care processes are typically more variable as, e.g., a clinical process needs to495

be adjusted to specific patient characteristics [6, 8]. When including all pos-496

sible execution paths in a procedural process model, this can make the model497

very complex [98]. In such contexts, declarative process modelling languages498
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can be useful. A declarative model consists of a set of constraint that the499

execution of a process for a patient should satisfy. An example of such a500

constraint is that ‘Execute CT-scan’ should be eventually followed by ‘CT501

results available’. Any behavior which satisfies these constraints is allowed502

[97]. Some declarative process modelling languages, such as Declare or DCR503

graphs, have a graphical notation, making it possible to use them for commu-504

nication purposes [103, 104]. However, as the control-flow is represented in505

an implicit way by means of constraints [105], declarative models are some-506

times criticized as being difficult to understand [98]. This especially holds507

when a declarative approach is used to model a highly structured (part of a)508

process as it would require a high number of constraints [98].509

Recently, researchers recognized that the procedural and declarative pro-510

cess modeling approach should not be treated as mutually exclusive, giving511

rise to hybrid process modeling languages [97, 106]. For instance: BPMN-D512

is a hybrid language which extends a subset of BPMN (procedural compo-513

nent) with Declare constraints (declarative component). In such a hybrid514

model, the structured parts of the process are modelled with a procedural515

language and the variable parts in a declarative way. While hybrid modeling516

approaches could be valuable within a healthcare context, a recent review by517

Andaloussi et al. [98] concludes that thorough empirical work on the under-518

standability of hybrid models and their usability for communication purposes519

is lacking.520

The second observation stressing the need to investigate the most suitable521

way to visualize a healthcare process is that, within the healthcare domain,522

distinct modeling languages are used to represent clinical guidelines. These523

modeling languages include Asbru [107], GLIF3 [108], and PROforma [109].524

They describe a set of constructs which can be used to model guideline com-525

ponents such as activities that need to be executed and clinical decisions.526

Some languages also support additional features. For instance, Asbru also527

enables the incorporation of the guideline’s intensions with respect to the528

process and its outcomes [44]. While these modeling languages are predom-529

inantly used to embed clinical guidelines in information systems used by530

clinicians [44, 110], they should also be considered when looking for a clear531

communication language as clinicians might be familiar with their notation532

to a certain extent. For a more extensive overview on modeling languages533

for clinical guidelines, the reader is referred to the review by Peleg [44].534

From these two observations, it follows that a wide range of process mod-535

eling languages are available to represent the output of control-flow discovery536
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algorithms to healthcare professionals. Given its impact on model under-537

standability [96], a thorough benchmarking study is required, focusing on538

differences between languages in terms of the insights that healthcare prac-539

titioners retrieve from the resulting models. Besides the main process mod-540

eling languages from the business process management domain, modeling541

languages used for clinical guidelines should also be taken into consideration542

as healthcare professionals might be more acquainted with them from their543

clinical practice. Such a comparative study should involve a wide number of544

healthcare professionals from distinct clinical contexts.545

The results of the benchmarking study will provide rich insights in the546

suitability of existing process modeling languages in particular clinical con-547

texts. This will highlight whether there is a need for a novel process modeling548

language, potentially leveraging the strengths of several existing languages.549

At least, the process mining community should carefully assess the similar-550

ities and differences between the process model representations used in the551

process mining field and their counterparts from the clinical domain. This552

can lead to actionable insights targeting an increase in the understandability553

of process mining from a representational point of view.554

3.5. Take into account healthcare specificities during technique development555

(RC-5)556

Besides tackling real-world healthcare problems (Section 3.3), process557

mining researchers also need to take healthcare specificities into account dur-558

ing technique development. Consider, for instance, the fact that the flow of a559

clinical process can be heavily influenced by patient conditions which might560

not be directly related to the process under analysis. When techniques are561

tailored to the specific context of healthcare, this will facilitate their use in562

healthcare practice. For illustrative purposes, the following two healthcare563

specificities will be discussed: (i) the robustness for temporal changes, and564

(ii) the ability to focus on infrequent behavior. Many of the existing process565

discovery and conformance checking techniques are not suitable for analyzing566

healthcare processes exhibiting such behaviors.567

Clinical processes frequently change over time due to a variety of factors568

such as advances in medicine and innovations of medical equipment. De-569

pending on the type of change, healthcare professionals might be aware that570

a change happened at a particular point in time. Even when healthcare pro-571

fessionals know that a change took place, they might not have insights in572
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the effects on the process or the (potentially unintended) side-effects. Pro-573

cess mining researchers need to be aware of the existence of temporal changes574

and techniques should be robust for such changes. The latter especially holds575

when techniques are intended to be used on event logs with a longer time576

horizon. Research on the notion of concept drift, which is the term used to577

express process changes, can be a valuable starting point [111, 112]. How-578

ever, compared to other contexts, where processes remain stable for extended579

periods of time, temporal changes should receive more attention in a clinical580

setting.581

Another example of a healthcare specificity is the need to focus on in-582

frequent behavior. In many other application domains, infrequent behavior583

(such as process execution paths occurring very rarely) is not considered in-584

formative as it might distract domain experts from the main process behav-585

ior. Hence, some existing process mining algorithms filter out such infrequent586

behavior to obtain a more understandable process model. For instance: the587

premise of the heuristics miner (a control-flow discovery algorithm) is that588

infrequent behavior should not be included in a control-flow model [12, 113].589

Depending on the purpose of the analysis, infrequent behavior could be of590

utmost interest to clinicians as it can demonstrate the need to, e.g., change591

or sharpen medical protocols. Hence, process mining techniques should have592

the ability to highlight and analyze infrequent paths to retrieve valuable in-593

sights from them. In this respect, efforts such as Hompes et al. [114] and594

Mannhardt et al. [115], can be a starting point. Hompes et al. [114] use clus-595

ter analysis to discover frequent process variants, as well as exceptional paths,596

in a cancer treatment process. Mannhardt et al. [115] present an approach597

to distinguish infrequent paths from random noise using data attributes.598

The aforementioned examples highlight the importance of tailoring pro-599

cess mining techniques to the specific needs of healthcare. In this respect,600

interactive process mining methods are promising as they enable healthcare601

experts to leverage specific domain expertise to obtain useful process min-602

ing outcomes within a particular healthcare context. Some interactive ap-603

proaches have already been presented, for instance to investigate the process604

of stroke patients at the emergency department [116], or to interactively ex-605

plore healthcare processes, which is demonstrated for the diabetes treatment606

process [117]. Moreover, a preliminary method to interactively perform event607

log cleaning within a healthcare context has recently been proposed in Mar-608

tin et al. [118]. Additional pointers in the general process mining literature609

relate, for example, to the inclusion of domain knowledge during control-flow610
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discovery [119, 120].611

3.6. Express the trustworthiness of process mining output (RC-6)612

Since the early 1990s, evidence-based medicine reflects a paradigm in613

which decision-making in medicine is systematically improved by considering614

scientific evidence [121]. In evidence-based medicine, different degrees of615

trustworthiness are attributed to different types of scientific evidence. For616

instance, the results of a randomized controlled trial are considered as more617

trustworthy than outcomes of an observational study [122]. In turn, the618

results of a meta-analysis are considered more trustworthy than the outcomes619

of a single randomized controlled trial [123].620

In an effort to obtain a more widespread use of process mining by health-621

care practitioners, it has to meet the key standards which are applicable in622

the medical domain. Hence, it is important that the output of process mining623

techniques expresses its trustworthiness. While actions such as showing the624

frequency of arcs in process models and reporting the conformance metrics625

are valuable, a more sophisticated way to transparently express the trust-626

worthiness of models is warranted. A starting point is identifying the key627

elements which influence the trustworthiness of a particular process mining628

result such as the number of care episodes which are included, and the data629

sources that have been used.630

An aspect that will also greatly influence the trustworthiness of process631

mining output is the data quality of the event log. Consistent with the632

‘garbage in - garbage out’ principle, the quality of all process mining anal-633

yses ultimately depends on the quality of its input data [2]. This is highly634

relevant in a healthcare context, where it is not always possible to extract635

high-quality data from health information systems [124, 125]. A case study636

at the Maastricht University Medical Centre showed that the three most fre-637

quently occurring data quality issues in health information systems data are638

missing events (i.e. events that took place, but were not logged), imprecise639

timestamps (i.e. timestamps recorded at the day level), and imprecise re-640

source information (i.e. resource information not referring to a specific staff641

member) [2]. Another common issue in event logs is that healthcare pro-642

fessionals record their actions in the health information system at a later643

point in time, and potentially even in batch for several patients [126]. This644

is highly problematic for process mining as it implies that the timestamps645

in the event log no longer correspond to the time at which the activity has646

actually took place. Besides, for instance, biasing insights in the duration of647
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activities, it can also falsify the order of activities when activities are recorded648

in a different order than they were executed.649

In recent years, there has been an uptake in research on data quality650

within the process mining field. Literature focuses on the identification of651

data quality issues [2, 126, 127, 61, 128], and the mitigation of one or more652

of these issues using a particular heuristic [61, 128, 129, 62, 130, 131, 132].653

Besides the need to thoroughly assess data quality [126] and keeping a struc-654

tured data quality register [133], data quality issues should also be reflected655

in process mining outputs. It could, for instance, be expressed that the656

trustworthiness of particular aspects of the output (e.g. particular connec-657

tions between activities in a control-flow model) is lower due to data quality658

problems.659

3.7. Provide a holistic process view (RC-7)660

To anchor process mining in a sustainable way in the healthcare sector,661

it needs to be able to provide healthcare practitioners with a holistic pro-662

cess view. This can be achieved by leveraging all sources of process-related663

data which are available. Traditionally, process-related data originates from,664

for instance, a hospital information system. Besides structured fields, many665

entries in a hospital information system still consist of free text fields, such666

as the notes of clinicians [134]. Important data about the execution of the667

process, such as case/event attributes, can be embedded in such free text668

fields. To unearth insights from unstructured textual data to consider it for669

process mining purposes, research efforts at the boundary between natural670

language processing and process mining are required [135, 136]. Within the671

context of healthcare processes, efforts such as Najafabadipour et al. [134],672

proposing a method to retrieve the trajectory of lung cancer patients from673

textual clinical notes, are promising. Epure et al. [137] consider the context674

of written online conversations about health-related topics to automatically675

identify speech intentions such as complaining or disagreeing. Gathering676

insights from unstructured textual data about the process will become in-677

creasingly relevant when technologies such as conversational agents will be678

more intensively used in clinical processes [138, 139].679

Besides traditional sources of process-related data, such as a hospital in-680

formation system, technological advances will make other sources of data681

available. One notable evolution is the Internet of Things (IoT). IoT refers682

to a network of interconnected devices, equipped with tags or sensors, which683

enables continuous monitoring of a particular phenomenon [140, 141]. The684
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number of IoT-applications in healthcare is rapidly increasing, as demon-685

strated by recent reviews such as Nguyen et al. [142] and Ahmadi et al. [143].686

Examples of IoT-applications are systems to monitor patients suffering from687

a chronic disease from home, or an intelligent pill box to assist the elderly688

with their medication [142]. Another example is FibriCheck, a smartphone689

application which uses the phone’s built-in camera to monitor the heart rate690

of patients and to detect atrial fibrillation [144]. Due to the increasing pres-691

ence of tags or sensors in a multitude of connected devices, new sources of692

process-related data become available. This provides major opportunities to693

provide a more holistic view on the process as, e.g., treatments which are694

conducted at home can also be taken into consideration.695

Another dimension of a holistic process view involves moving beyond the696

boundaries of a single healthcare organization (and the data from its in-697

formation systems). Within the realm of integrated care, patients should698

experience a continuum of care instead of fragmented care [145, 146]. This699

implies that a care process is not confined to the hospital’s walls, but also en-700

compasses other care entities such as primary care and home health nursing.701

For instance: a cancer patient might visit a specialized hospital for surgery,702

have regular check-ups at a local hospital, and take some therapies at home703

supported by home health nurses. Evidently, this will pose challenges as704

process execution data will not only be spread over different databases of a705

single institution, but over a wide number of databases in several institutions.706

Moreover, healthcare organizations might be reluctant to share data. In this707

respect, blockchain is a promising technology as it facilitates data exchange708

among healthcare organizations [147, 148, 149]. Initial approaches on how709

to use blockchain data for control-flow discovery purposes have recently been710

proposed [150]. Great care should also be taken to protect the patient’s pri-711

vacy in response to international privacy regulations. Solutions can originate712

from privacy preservation techniques that allow distributed computations713

without extracting data from the healthcare organizations where it has been714

recorded [151]. Despite such challenges, the cross-organizational perspective715

needs to be taken into consideration when moving towards holistic process716

mining in healthcare.717

3.8. Need for multi-perspective approaches (RC-8)718

To enhance the usability of process mining in healthcare, multi-perspective719

approaches are required. In process mining research, a multi-perspective ap-720

proach connects several perspectives on the process, such as the control-flow,721
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resource or time perspective [152]. This implies that a process model will not722

only depict the control-flow, but also, amongst others, includes information723

about the healthcare professional (or team of professionals) involved, and the724

waiting times in several stages of the process.725

Besides this angle on multi-perspectivism, process mining in healthcare726

should also have the ability to analyze a process from the perspective of dif-727

ferent stakeholders. These stakeholders include physicians, nurses, hospital728

management, and the patient. Different stakeholders can have different infor-729

mation needs. For instance: while hospital management might be interested730

in the dominant process flow, physicians might be especially interested in731

infrequent behavior and its clinical impact.732

To date, process mining research attributed limited explicit attention733

to the patient perspective, i.e. to identify and study the patient’s journey734

[153]. However, this constitutes a valuable direction for research as studying735

healthcare processes from the patient’s perspective will help healthcare orga-736

nizations to move towards more patient-centered care, which is considered as737

one of the most important determinants for care quality [154]. Considering738

the patient perspective can be challenging as it, for instance, involves moving739

beyond the boundaries of a single healthcare organization (as outlined in the740

previous recommendation).741

3.9. Towards a proactive paradigm (RC-9)742

Process mining mainly focuses on providing insights in a process us-743

ing historical process execution data. Complementary to this retrospective744

paradigm, healthcare would also greatly benefit from a proactive paradigm.745

In a proactive setting, process mining techniques generate actionable insights746

which can be brought into practice while the process is still running. This747

relates to the notion of process mining providing online operational support748

[155]. Proactive process mining can enhance the use of process mining in749

healthcare as it directly supports the daily operations of healthcare practi-750

tioners. For instance: process mining can add a context- and process-aware751

dimension to decision support systems in healthcare [156]. In this way, pro-752

cess mining can inform taking proactive actions when similarities are de-753

tected between treated patients or historic process states, and the current754

patient/state. This requires process similarity measures, where works such755

as Combi et al. [86] within the context of stroke can be leveraged. Proactive756

applications can have a trickle-down effect on the use of other techniques once757

healthcare practitioners are convinced of the added value of process mining.758
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Research on the proactive use of process mining should be closely linked to759

existing work on predictive analytics, where the focus is on the prediction of,760

e.g., the onset or progression of diseases [e.g. 157, 158] or the effectiveness of761

a particular therapy [e.g. 159].762

To further enhance their usability, proactive process mining techniques763

can be extended with the ability to learn from user interaction. Consider, for764

instance, a system which automatically raises alerts to a physician when a765

clinical guideline is not followed. When a particular type of alert is system-766

atically discarded by the physician, the system could autonomously change767

the alert threshold or recommend the user to alter a particular setting. In768

this respect, principles from active learning could be leveraged [160].769

3.10. Develop a comprehensive methodology for process mining in healthcare770

(RC-10)771

Besides complying with the aforementioned recommendations when, e.g.,772

developing a new process mining technique, the usability of process mining773

would also be enhanced by guiding healthcare organizations regarding its774

use. In this respect, there is a need for a comprehensive methodology for775

process mining in healthcare. Its comprehensive character relates to the fact776

that it should range from the identification of process-related questions or777

challenges, over the collection and preparation of process execution data,778

until the application of suitable process mining techniques to answer the779

questions or handle the challenges.780

Within the process mining field, the L*-methodology [12], the Process781

Diagnostics Method [161] and the PM2-methodology [162] provide a high-782

level overview of the steps that need to be taken when a process mining783

analysis is performed. However, to provide more targeted support to health-784

care organizations, a methodology which takes into account and anticipates785

upon the specificities of healthcare and clinical processes is warranted. In786

this respect, a starting point for the development of the methodology can787

be a synthesis of key use cases of process mining in healthcare. These use788

cases can be used to group existing techniques and to add pointers to re-789

liable implementations which are available. The latter highlights the need790

to have well-documented implementations generating clear outputs. Other791

questions that should receive attention in the methodology include: How to792

construct an event log which actually captures all relevant dimensions of a793

healthcare process? How to handle unstructured data such as a clinician’s794

notes in the patient’s file? How to ensure that the process mining analysis795
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provides the information that a clinician actually needs to tackle the real796

problems they face in daily practice? Regarding the latter, existing efforts797

relating to the use of interactive approaches [116, 118, 120, 163], the use of798

a question-driven methodology [164], or the (Simplified) Clinical Pathway799

Analysis Method [165, 166] constitute potential starting points.800

When a comprehensive methodology is in place, there will be support801

for healthcare organizations and clinicians during their process mining en-802

deavors. The presence of such an instrument might also provide the required803

reassurance for healthcare organizations who are considering the adoption of804

process mining. In this way, the methodology will both enhance the usability805

of process mining in healthcare, and will ensure that healthcare organizations806

get the full potential out of the available techniques. Moreover, by providing807

an end-to-end view, the methodology will also highlight research challenges808

for the process mining community in the form of stages which are currently809

inadequately supported from an algorithmic or methodical point of view.810

3.11. Summary811

From the previous, it follows that process mining researchers and the812

research community play an important role in enhancing the usability and813

understandability of process mining in healthcare. While many recommenda-814

tions are situated, at least for an important part, at the technical level (RC-815

4, RC-6, RC-7, RC-8, RC9), efforts at a non-technical level will also prove816

indispensable to obtain a more widespread use of process mining. Such non-817

technical efforts relate to clearly communicating the value of process mining818

for healthcare practitioners using a standardized terminology (RC-1, RC-2),819

and providing the required support to healthcare organizations to use these820

techniques (RC-10). Moreover, researchers should have a mindset in which821

close collaboration with healthcare organizations is a natural reflex. Such a822

mindset ensures that future process mining techniques explicitly incorporate823

healthcare specificities and are able to tackle real-world healthcare problems824

(RC-3, RC-5).825

4. Recommendations for healthcare organizations and health in-826

formation systems vendors827

The predominant focus of this paper is on providing recommendations828

to process mining researchers and the research community to enhance the829

usability and understandability of process mining in healthcare. However,830
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healthcare organizations and health information systems vendors also play a831

key role in a more widespread use of process mining as they should provide832

an environment which enables a continuous use of process mining. To this833

end, three key recommendations are provided to shape such an environment.834

The remainder of this section will outline these recommendations, which are835

summarized in Figure 3.836

Figure 3: Overview of recommendations for healthcare organizations and health informa-
tion systems vendors

4.1. Invest in training opportunities for healthcare professionals (HOV-1)837

Currently, healthcare organizations tend to make use of external expertise838

when conducting a process mining project, e.g. by entering in a partnership839

with a university or a consulting company. However, to embed process mining840

in a sustainable way in healthcare organizations, it is important that internal841

expertise is also built up. Besides some dedicated staff members with a more842

extensive process mining background, a minimal level of data and process843

literacy at the level of healthcare professionals or hospital administrators is844

also required. The latter is, amongst others, important to formulate the right845

questions that process mining should tackle and to understand the analysis846

results. To this end, healthcare organizations will need to offer training847

opportunities to promote healthcare analytics in general and process mining848

in particular. During such training sessions, clinicians should be motivated to849

identify process-related challenges they are confronted with in their clinical850

practice, as these constitute starting points for using process mining.851

Enhanced training will ensure that healthcare organizations will treat the852

available data in their health information systems as a strategic asset. This853

will also highlight the need to retain full control over their data, even when854

the maintenance of their systems is outsourced [167]. Moreover, training855
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can help healthcare professionals to see data-driven process analysis as an856

opportunity to improve patient care, instead of as a threat solely focused on857

cost reduction or individual performance measurement.858

The process mining community can be a facilitator by providing training859

materials for healthcare professionals in a variety of forms, including dedi-860

cated training programs, online courses2 or hands-on textbooks. Moreover,861

as was already pointed at in Section 3.10, process mining researchers have862

to make sure that the techniques they develop are publicly available, deliver863

clear outputs, and are well-documented.864

4.2. Promote efforts to improve the quality of recorded data (HOV-2)865

As highlighted earlier in this paper, process execution data from health in-866

formation systems often suffers from data quality problems [2, 124, 125, 126].867

Data quality issues, such as missing events or incorrect timestamps, impede868

many of the existing process mining techniques to reach their full potential.869

While research is being performed on the improvement of data quality using870

heuristics [e.g. 61, 62], this will always remain suboptimal compared to more871

accurate data recording at the source.872

To enhance the potential of healthcare organizations to benefit from pro-873

cess mining, efforts to improve the quality of recorded process execution data874

are warranted. These efforts can be situated at two levels: (i) at the health875

information system level, and (ii) at the level of logging attitudes and mech-876

anisms.877

At the level of health information systems, vendors could increase the878

process-aware character of their systems. This would cause the data to be879

recorded in a more process-oriented way, facilitating its use within a process880

mining context. Moreover, vendors could enable system configurations which881

require that data is, to the extent possible within clinical practice, recorded882

in a structured way (in contrast to, e.g., free text fields). As the input883

data for process mining typically originates from several information systems,884

healthcare organizations are encouraged to take measures to ensure that data885

from different sources can be correlated correctly, e.g. by using a common886

patient identifier.887

At the level of logging attitudes and mechanisms, healthcare organizations888

could start with raising awareness among healthcare professionals regarding889

2An example is the free online course on process mining in healthcare, which is acces-
sible at https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/process-mining-healthcare.
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the importance of accurate and timely data registration. In this respect,890

the intended use cases for process mining within the organization can be891

highlighted. These same use cases will also highlight which specific data892

points need to be recorded more accurately. Besides awareness creation,893

measures could also be taken to facilitate data registration. A commonly894

heard complaint is that it takes too much time to systematically login to895

the terminals present within each room to record certain actions. When this896

holds, data registration can be facilitated by, e.g., equipping the computers897

in the department with a badge scanning system. This will lead to more898

accurate and timely data registrations, without placing additional burdens on899

healthcare professionals. While the aforementioned measures are beneficial900

to enable the systematic use of process mining, healthcare organizations will901

probably only take such measures when they are convinced of the added902

value of process mining. Once this is the case, healthcare organizations and903

professionals will become partners of the process mining community in the904

quest to improve the quality of recorded process execution data.905

4.3. Integrate process mining functionalities in existing health information906

systems (HOV-3)907

When the community aims to achieve a more widespread use of process908

mining in healthcare organizations, a close partnership with health informa-909

tion systems vendors is required. Process mining functionalities should be910

integrated in existing health information systems such that healthcare pro-911

fessionals can seamlessly use them, ideally moving towards the concept of912

process-aware information systems envisaged by Dumas et al. [94]. When913

process mining can only be applied using a standalone tool, data needs to914

be exported from the health information systems to import it in this tool915

(potentially requiring data restructuring). This imposes significant barriers916

to the use of process mining for clinical and non-clinical decision support.917

While ensuring this seamless use is a responsibility for health informa-918

tion systems vendors, it is important to recognize that vendors are typically919

demand-driven when determining which features to add to their systems.920

Hence, healthcare organizations can motivate vendors to incorporate pro-921

cess mining functionalities by, e.g., stressing the need for data-driven process922

analysis functions or by incorporating it as a system requirement.923
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5. Conclusions924

Despite the unique potential of process mining to retrieve data-driven in-925

sights in healthcare processes, its uptake in healthcare organizations is rather926

limited. Given this observation, this paper synthesized the outcomes of a two-927

day international brainstorm seminar on how to enhance the usability and928

understandability of process mining in healthcare. Based on the discussions929

of 18 experts, both researchers and healthcare practitioners, a set of key930

recommendations is specified. Ten recommendations target process mining931

researchers and the research community. While this was the predominant fo-932

cus of the work, three additional recommendations are directed to healthcare933

organizations and health information systems vendors.934

The recommendations to process mining researchers give rise to several935

research challenges. These include (i) setting up a benchmarking study to936

identify the most suitable process modeling language to visualize the output937

of control-flow discovery algorithms in healthcare, (ii) developing techniques938

to handle data quality issues in healthcare event logs, (iii) designing tech-939

niques which leverage different sources of process-related data, e.g. originat-940

ing from IoT settings, which potentially originate from different healthcare941

organizations, (iv) creating process mining methods which approach health-942

care processes from various perspectives and attribute central importance to943

the patient journey, and (v) guiding healthcare organizations in their process944

mining endeavors by developing a comprehensive methodology for process945

mining in healthcare. Besides these challenges, continued research efforts are946

required at the intersection of process mining and complementary techniques947

within areas such as predictive analytics, operations research, and machine948

learning.949

Enhancing the usability and understandability of process mining in health-950

care will require continued efforts by individual researchers and the research951

community. Some specific topics for future work have been highlighted in the952

previous paragraph. However, to strengthen the relevance of process mining953

in healthcare and to further increase its potential benefits, researchers are954

strongly encouraged to carefully consider the recommendations formulated955

in this paper in all their research projects. This also involves developing an956

attitude in which, for instance, real-world healthcare problems are a starting957

point for research, and healthcare specificities are taken into account when958

developing new process mining techniques. Besides the efforts of individual959

researchers, the research community will also play a key role. The community960
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can, for instance, target the development of a standardized terminology for961

process mining in healthcare, or ensure that sufficient training opportunities962

for healthcare professionals are available. These united efforts will contribute963

to process mining reaching its full potential as a catalyst for evidence-based964

process improvement in healthcare.965
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